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Explore Story

Izzy has a project to finish. She 

must share what she loves to do 

with her friends at school.

She loves to skateboard and wants to 

share this in a fun and exciting way.

Izzy meets Noah.

Noah is a sound 
engineer.

Sound effects and 
music can help 
make a scene 
happy, tense, or 
exciting.

Sam is the stage manager at 

the theatre.

Every light, prop, 
and scenery change 

makes a live 
performance seem 
magical.
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Explore Story

With technology, 
museums come alive. 

We can make it feel like 

dinosaurs still walk the 

earth!

Emily is a visual effects 

director.

I can make heroes 
fly, dragons breathe 
fire, and aliens visit 
from other galaxies.

At the skatepark...
Izzy thinks about how to show other 

people the skateboarding she loves 

to do.

She has heard about how 

technology can help.

All these things have given 

her some great ideas.

Anna is the museum curator.

Explore Story

Explore
Welcome to MASTERPIECESM! 
The children will explore how 
people share their hobbies and 
interests in creative and captivating 
ways. They will learn about 
different places where people 
share their talents or go to enjoy 
a show. Experts from a variety of 
backgrounds are involved in every 
step of putting on a show from 
stage managers to performers. 
They’ll learn how to share their own 
interests and build a place of their 
own design.

Create and Test
The children will build stages where 
different types of performances can 
take place. They will explore coding 
and motorizing their team model. 
They will add lights and sounds to 
their model to make it stand out and 
be engaging for the audience. 

Share
The children will record their ideas 
and designs in their Engineering 
Notebooks. They will share their 
builds and what they learned with 
others. Finally, they will participate 
in the festival, where they share 
their team posters and team 
models with reviewers, families, 
and friends. Most importantly they 
will…

...HAVE
FUN!




